
Laundry-Nets and Bags

Image Description
POLYESTER-LAUNDRY-NETS
in mesh size 6 mm, suitable for washes (temperature-, acid-, brine-resistant); net-
opening with overlap tape, so that the sealing of the net does not skip during the
washing process, always available in WHITE and SIX COLOURS (red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange, brown) and FOUR SIZES:

LAUNDRY TRANSPORTATION BAGS MADE OUT OF 
POLYESTER-FABRIC
From our stock:

- Made out of Polyester-fabric 220 g/m², 80 x 100 cm FLAT, with a riser belt on 
the side,
with Polyester cord sewn in and FIXLOCK-Stop-Closer, coloured (green, blue, 
re)

Item-Nr. 012501

- Made out of Polyester-fabric 220 g/m², WITH GROUND, 63 x 93 cm, ground 24 
x 33 cm, 
with a riser belt on the side and emptying-belt on the ground, Polyester string,
sewn in + FIXLOCK-Closer
Item-Nr. 012502

Other sizes and equipment on demand

WRAPPING-LAUNDRY BAGS
Made out of 100 % Polyester-fabric 220 g/m², three tracks straight cut, with a 
double toggle closure, self-emptying in the washing machine according to the
International Safety Regulations, white or coloured, each with two coloured marker
tapes
- Fabric and marker tape colours: red, citrus yellow, egg-yellow, green, blue, 

brown
(more on demand) 

Deliverable from 50 pieces lieferbar within three to five working days

BULK-BAGS FOR HANGING-CONVEYORS

Over 40 different fabric materials and strengths are available for the authentic
reproduction of bulk bags. We have the appropriate pattern for the most spread
machines made by Kannegiesser and Jensen (Supertrack, Futurail). There is the
opportuity for all the bulk bags, that we do not know yet, to produce them after a 
model or a drawing. The time to deliver is due to the purchasing of the material, 
two up to four weeks.  

Net size Item-No. Net size Item-No.

50 x 70 cm 015101 50 x 70 cm 015102

60 x 90 cm 015201 60 x 90 cm 015202

70 x 110 cm 015301 70 x 110 cm 015303

80 x 130 cm 015401 80 x 130 cm 015402

LAUNDRY-NETS WHITE LAUNDRY-NETS COLOURED

- Other net sizes and colours on demand (not in stock)
- You will find net-sealings and special equipment under „Net and bag 

sealings“

White with two marker stripes Coloured with two marker stripes

Item-Nr. 012002 Item-Nr. 012101
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